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Epilogue: Thinking Back and Looking Ahead

"One must think backward in order to live

forward .

"

-Kierkegaard

"It was the best of times, it was the

worst of times. ..."

- Charles Dickens

"In qeographic extent, in movements

issuing from it, and in its effect upon

the [human] race, in the nineteenth

century Christianity had a far larger

place in human history than at any

previous time." .. 1

- Kenneth Scott Latourette, 1941.

"In our statistical reports .. [native

agents] are all still called 'helpers’

,

whereas. . .ought they not to be considered

as the main force, with the missionary

for their helper?"
- S. H. Chester, 1900.

1 Kenneth Scott Latourette nf ^pa^sion o f.

Christianity ,
vol . 5, (New York: Harper & Bros., 1943), 1.

2 c tj rhpqter Secretary, Board of Foreign Mission,

Presbyterian ^hurchU S

6
,

in

York. 1900. ,
2:255.
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as some have pictured it. There was a difference, like the

difference between the water and the salt in a wave.

But only as the last imperial wave, the Anglo-Saxon wave,

,1 t- incinht at the end of the nineteenth century did the tide
neared its height at tne ena o
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In 1500, the starting point of this volume, Portuguese
cannon were threatening India, and Catholics were caught off
balance by the discovery that there was already a strong Christian
community there of Syrian descendants of the ancient Nestorian
communities who attributed their conversion to St. Thomas as
fervently as Catholics claimed spiritual descent from St. Peter.
Their Syrian forebears had come to India without arms, and it is
not surprising that they resisted Catholic newcomers who came with
Christian words but different saints and in ships that carried
guns

.

Two and a half centuries later, in 1800, western
Christians, Catholic and Protestant, were still wrestling with the
handicapping stigma of their association with imperial conquest.
Yet, it was in that age of arrogant colonialism that western
Christian missions, Catholics and Protestants alike, achieved their
greatest world-wide missionary successes since the conversion of
Europe. There are perils in such success. Expansion in Europe in
the 4th and 9th centuries was tainted by the coercive effect of
connection with Christianized Roman imperialism. Mission expansion
in Asia from the 16th to the end of the 19th century was similarly
stained by its connection with western colonialism.

So we must ask again, how "great" was the 19th century in
Asian church history and its larger global context? The answer
must be compressed into a series of sweeping and therefore
debatable generalizations.

Church Growth . The first observation is that if the
measure of growth is the number of Christian adherents the 19th
century was a great success--a hundred years of amazingly rapid
advance. Between 1800 and 1900 the global Christian community came
close to tripling in size. While world population was increasing
from about 900 million to 1620 million, the number of Christians in
the world rose from about 200 million in 1810 3 to 558 million in

3 David Barrett estimates Christian and world population in
1800 as 208m of 902m (23.1%), ( Christian World Encyclopedia,
1982 . Cf . H. A. Krose, who cites an estimate of 228m of 737m in
1810, ("Statistics of Religions", in Catholic Encyclopedia,
1912 , vo 1 14. (Online, 1999, p. 1 of 13); See also Wm. B. Shenk,
who estimates 161m (24%) of 721m in 1815, in his chart, "World
Population and Christian Growth"

.

Barrett's chart lists the chronology of growth thus:
1000: World pop.
1500:
1800:
1850 :

1900:
1914:
The 1850 figure

269.000.

000

425.000.

000

900.000.

000

1,620,000,000
903 .

000.

000
is from p . 29

.

Christians 50,000 000
" 81,000,000
" 208,000,000

" 558,000,000
" 208,000,000

(18.7%)
(19 . 0%)
(23 . 1%)
(27.2%)
(34 . 4%)
(35.0%)
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1900.

4

Measured in percentage of growth rate, world population

grew 57%, and Christianity grew a remarkable 188%. A third of all

the people in the world were Christians, with Catholics

outnumbering Protestants in 1900 nearly two to 1

.

From a wider chronological perspective, beginning with

Catholic expansion in the 16th and 17th centuries, never had any

religion expanded so globally as Christianity between 1500 and the

early 1900s The nearest parallel would be Islam from the 7th to

the 15th century. But unlike Christianity, Muslim expansion was

never global until the 20th century, and then only marginally.

In Asia Christian growth was not so dramatic. In

proportion to total world population, the number of Christians in

Asia ranked next to the lowest in a comparison of the five major

continents. The chart below shows how unevenly Christians were

distributed in the world, and how much or how little that had

changed in the 19th century:
1800 3-90-0.

980,000,000 1,619,000,000World pop
World Christians
Christians bv cont inents.
AFRICA
ASIA
EUROPE (UN def.)

174,000,000'

558.000.

000

9 , 000,000
21 ,

000, 000
368.

000.

000

4 David Barrett, in International Bulletin of Missionary.

Research , ( Jan . 2000) 25.

5 The percentage of all Christians (adherents) was estimated

as 34 4% (David Barrett, IBMR . Jan. 1999, p.25). The figures

were: Catholics 266 million, total Protestants 141 million, and

Orthodox 103 million.

6 Statistics vary greatly. See United Nations Population

Division, "World Population Growth from Year 0 to 2050", (Online,

1999) pp 1-2 Figures from the Catholic Encyclopedia^—19_1—

,

"Statistics of Religion" (Online, 1999), citing MalteBrun

report the total population of the world in 1810 as 653 million,

of which the number of Christians was 228 million (3b o)

110 million, Hindus 60 million, Buddhists

heathen" 100 million. Cf . William Carey,

facsimile (London: Carey Kingsgate Press,

estimated that 420 million of the world s

pagan "in heathen darkness"; 174 million

Muslims
130, and 'other
An Enquiry (1792),
1961), 62. Carey
731 million people were

were Christians (100

million Catholic, 44 million Protestant, 30 million Greek and

Armenian Orthodox); and 30 million Muslims He estimated the

population of Asia including Oceania at 377 million, and China at

60 million, India ("Industan") at 110 million, and Great

Tartary" (Central Asia?) at 40 million. (pp. 45-51).



LATIN AMERICA
NORTH AMERICA
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60,000,000
59,600,000
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While Asia's continental population was increasing 65%,

from 980 million in 1800 to 1,619 million in 1900, the total

Christian community in Asia, though it grew from perhaps about one

million in 1800, 9 to an estimated 22 million in 1900 ,
was but a

microscopic segment of the religious mosaic of a continent which by

then contained more than half (57%) of all the people in the world

The Christian segment itself was split. Of the estimated nearly 22

million Asian Christians in 1900:
12.6 million were Catholic
2.4 million were Protestant
1.8 million were "Greek/Russian Orthodox"

1.5 million were Armenian Orthodox, and Syrian Christian.
11 But what were some 21 million Christians, compared with Asia s

830 million adherents of the continent's other major faiths:

Confucianists and "ancestor worshippers" 240,000,000

Hindus 210,000,000

Muslims 207,000,000

Buddhists 125,000,000

7 David Barrett, in IBMR (Jan. 2001), 25.

8 United Nations, Population Division, "World Population

Growth from Year 0 to 2050", (Online, 1999), p 3 of 4). Asia's

population in 1500 was estimated as 500m; m 1750, 790m; in 1800

980m; in 1850 1.26b; in 1900, 1.65b; in 1910, 1.75b; m 1920,

1.86b; in 1930, 2.07b; in 1940b, 2.30; in 1950, 2.52b; 1960,

3.02.

9 R. Cameron, Concise Economic History

cited by Univ. of Botwsana History Dept., August,

Univ. of Botswana, Aug. 2000 (www.thuto.org/ubh/h202/wpop.htm)

of the World , (1993),
cited by2000

10 David Barrett. World Christian Encyclopedia^

estimates for religions in Asia about 1901 (in the
2000 , 13 Cf

Online 1999

"Statistics of Religion" figures from the Catholic Encyclopedia,

1912: 32.3m Christians (3.9%), 155.1m Muslims, 210 m. Hindus,^

125m Buddhists, 240m "Confucianists and ancestor worshippers",

and 49m Taoists and Shintoists. (pp . 8-9).

11 The numbers here do not add up to 21 million, based on a

different set of estimates. (H. A. Krose, "Statistics of

Religion", 6-7. Krose includes Greek Orthodox in Europe. The

term "Oriental Schismatics" used in his text as referring

apparently to non-Roman Syrian Christians is not appropriate.
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Taoists and Shintoists 49,000,000 12

Christians 21 , 000,000

Add all the Christians together and in 1900 still they

were little more than a scattering of sand along the beaches of

Asia’s then 900 million people. But they were not sand; they were

"the salt of the earth”, and on any plate or planet a little salt

goes a long way

.

Protestant Advance .

The second generalization is that the 19th century was a

Protestant century , the golden century of Protestant missions. If

this seems to conflict with the statistics above which show

Catholics as outnumbering Protestants two to one m Asia in

one explanation is that in rate of growth, as distinct from

numerical growth, Protestants, who had the mathematical advantage

oTl lowe/ starting point, reached the year 1900 increasing far

faster than their Roman Catholic counterparts. Admittedly, this

makes 19th century Christian missions sound like a not very cordial

race between two wary competitors, but remember that the softening

influence of the Second Vatican Council was sixty years in the

future. Mission literature of the period still bristled with

hurled epithets-- "papists " as in William Carey" s Inquiry^ and even

more angrily "heretics" as in Ch. ballet's Controversial
Catechism 13

.

Protestants were on the march to claim the world,

exuberant and prematurely confident, at times arrogant The

associate editor of the popular Protestant journal, Missionary
Review of the World wrote in 1895, "The Anglo-Saxon is the supreme

colonizer, and civilizer, and Christianizer under the sun . Such

self-conceit was not uncommon then. But to balance the record,

when similar claims of ethnic superiority had surfaced seven years

earlier at the 1888 London Centennial Missions Conference,

protesters from both America and Britain had the saving grace to

remind the boasters that the west was not without its own sms an

exorbitantly profitable opium market for example, and the slave

12 H. A. Krose, "Statistics of Religions", 7.

13 Ch. Dallet, Controversial Catechism ,
5th ed .

(Bangalore.

Spectator Press, 1894)

.

14 Delavan I. Leonard, A Hundred Years of Missions ,
(New

York: Funk & Wagnells, 1895), 131f.
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trade, and traffic in liquor and guns, 15 not to mention the "unequal

treaties" that gave westerners extra-territorial land rights in

defeated or intimidated countries.

The 19th was the first century in which Protestants (with

the brave exceptions of little Holland and the Danes and Moravians)

ventured away from their comfortable home in the "Christian" west

to meet the challenge of a world still largely unreached For

nearly 300 years since the Reformation, Protestant strength had

been consumed by the struggle to survive in Europe after the break

from the Roman Church. Now, breathing easier, they turned to their

Bibles, and their Bibles turned them to the world, and in the next

hundred years they almost overtook a three hundred year Catholic

lead in the number of foreign missionaries worldwide.

The missionaries on the field were more apt to be openly

critical of western imperialism than people in their Protestant

home churches. Mission archives often reveal how mixed were their

attitudes, sometimes patronizing and arrogant toward the cultures

they were trying to reach, sometimes honestly angry at barbarities

and injustices, and sometimes superficially optimistic, reporting

missionary triumphs while glossing over missionary failures.

Yet, all in all, weaknesses and mistakes admitted, and

strengths not unduly magnified, it was a Protestant century. The

numbers were with the Catholics, growth was with the Protestants.

Statistics for 1880-1885, the five years preceding 1888, which was

the reference point of the above statistics, show Protestants

increasing three times as fast as Catholic adherents m east and

south Asia. (9% a year for Protestants; compared to 3.5^ for

Catholics). 17 And Protestants did not stop growing m 1900 .

15 Thomas A. Askew, "The 1888 London Centenary Conference^:

Ecumenical Disappointment or American Missions Coming of Age? ,

(IBMR, v . 1 8 , no. 3, July 1994), 114f. Much the same mixture of

western pride and rebuke of western greed occurred at the New

York Ecumenical Mission Conference m New York in 1900

^ Ecumenical Missionary Conference , 1:402, 405, 457; and 2.2.79,

and passim .

16 A helpful book of essays on the problems of academic

research and fair reporting of the Protestant missionary movement

is Missionary Encounters: Sources and Issues., ed . by Robert A.

Bickers and Rosemary Seton, (Richmond, England: Curzon Press,

1996) .

17 Handbook of Foreign Missions, 1888, 334.
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These beginnings of rapid Protestant growth made the last

decades of the century a time of overflowing enthusiasm for foreign

missions. A respected church historian, William Schaff, at the

same 1888 London Conference reflected the prevailing mood in this

confident analysis of mission history:
.

"There are three epochs of missions in History--the apostolic,

the medieval, and the modern. The result of the first was the

conversion of the Roman Empire; the result of the second was

a Christian Europe; and the result of the third will be the

conversion of the whole world"

.

Enthusiasm breeds its own heroes and heroines, and the

churches in the west found in news from. the mission fields its

models of Christian courage and self-sacrifice. The most popular-

examples in Asia were Carey and Henry Martyn in India, Robert

Morrison and Hudson Taylor in China, and Adoniram Judson m Burma

.

Lesser known to the American and British public were the Catholics,

hundreds of them: the martyrs of Korea and of the Boxer Rebellion

in China, and heroes who were not martyred, like Alexander ot

Rhodes in what is now Vietnam.

It was typical that for most of the century fewer

missionary heroines than heroes emerged in the popular press but

some of the most prominent became household words. Ann of A

(Mrs. Judson Taylor) in Burma, "Dr. Ida" (Ida Scudder) of India,

and later, Lottie Moon of China.

Protestants may have overly glamorized their heroes and

heroines. But the proof that their strengths far outweighed the

faults is in the legacy they left to history: a Protestant

Christian community spread for the first time around the world.

This points to a third generalization: it was a century

of evangelism. This was true of both Protestants and Catholics,

but Protestant preaching was more urgent, more personal. Catholics

laid more stress on planting the church ;
for Protestants the

immediate task was to make disciples, to convert the unbelieving to

a personal faith in Jesus Christ. True to their roots m the Great

Awakenings, and the Wesleyan revivals, they were mindful that

church membership is not salvation.

The ruling theology of missions in 1.9th century

Protestantism, was a message revived and refired by Dwight L. Moo y

in the late 1800s. Its authority came from the Bible. Its tocus

18 Quoted by Thomas Askew, "The 1988 Centenary Mission

Conference", 114.

19 See, for example, Ernest Brandewie, In the Liqht of the

Word. .

.

,
(Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2000), 153f.
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was unambiguous: Jesus is the only Saviour. Critics describe it as

"narrowly soteriological " ,
but its effects were^more global than

the narrowly western theologies of the critics. Its method

was outlined in three stages: proclaim, convert, and then organize

a church.
21

Young volunteers learned it in college. President

Timothy Dwight told them at Yale in 1813 that if they had the will

and the faith, it was reasonable to believe that with God s help

the whole world could be brought to the Saviour, perhaps not fa

from the year 2000" . Charles Hodge at Princeton in 1856 told them

"there are now 800,000,000 or 900,000,000 human beings living on

the earth... If they do not believe, they cannot be saved." In

1900 the president of Columbia University, Seth Low, told

organizers of the Ecumenical Missionary Conference in New York^

"What can Christians do better, m such a time as this, than

to bear their unshaken testimony to their belief that there is

no other Name under heaven, whereby men must be saved, but the

Name of Jesus Christ?" 24

The response to this challenge was sudden and

overwhelming. On college campuses all over America, in the space

of only a year or two in the late 1880 's and early 1890s, 3,000

20 David Bosch, Transforming Mission, (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis

Books 1991) 281. He uses the phrase in a non-pe]orative way to

differentiate it from the broader range of interests m the

evangelical philosophy of Jonathan Edwards.

21 For source material on the early emphasis on proclamation

and conversion, see D. Philip Corr, -The Field is the World ,

ore-oublication mss., doctoral diss., Fuller Theological

leminary 1993), pp . 43-50; 260ff, 287ff, 290ff, 307f Corr s

focis is on the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions

.

22 Timothy Dwight, Sermon: Delivered in Boston, Sept • 1(^-

1813. before the American Board of Foreign Missions,, 2nd ed.

(Boston: Samuel T. Armstrong, 1813), 27f.

23 Charles Hodge, Conference Papers: Or Analysis of
^nar

_ . • Pr-^nt-iral Delivered ... to the students of
Discourses Doctrinal and Practical Deliverer

the Theological Seminary, Princeton, N.J., (New York. Charle

Scribner, 1879), 326-329.

24 Ecumenical Missionary Con f erence of New York 1900.

Report

.

(New York/London: American Tract Society/Religious

Tract Society, 1900), 1:14. President James B . Angell of the

University of Michigan added his presence and support to the

conference. (1:47, 180, 320, 341; 11:370) .
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volunteers, including 500 women, had signed pledges of missionary
intent. 25 By the hundreds, then by thousands they went- "marching
as to war", but to a gentle war. Their only armor was the gospel,
the good news that Jesus Christ is "the Saviour of the world".

Some have described it as "fundamentalism" which is

partly true, for it emphasized basic fundamentals of the faith-- the
uniqueness of Christ, the canon of Scripture, the central role of

God's grace, the reality of sin, salvation by faith, and the

mandate to make disciples. But as popularly misused the word makes
the mistake of applying a much abused 2 0th century term to a 19th
century situation. The "fundamentalist" controversy takes its name
from later pamphlets and controversy in America shortly before the

outbreak of World War I.
26 What the earlier missionary pioneers

were preaching was 19th century mainline Protestantism.

The message was so clear and simple that more
sophisticated observers often missed its inner complexities and
practical flexibility. They were therefore unduly surprised when
the simple gospel was received with joy. Alexander Duff, though he

is remembered more as an advocate of advanced education in India

than as an evangelist, kept the priorities straight: education, of

course, "but the church that is no longer evangelistic will soon

cease to be evangelical", he said.

As the century progressed, America entered the

international arena both in Christian mission and in nationally
expanding political relationships. Its fresh enthusiasm for

foreign missions and a growing sense of national identity added a

sharper edge to questions of mission priorities and motive. Britons
and Germans led the way in Protestant missionary outreach in the

first half of the century, but as early as 1810 American
involvement, both political and missionary, began to spread. As in

Catholicism earlier, western political expansion and Christian
mission moved in tandem, and America though less obviously, was no

exception

.

25 See J. Christy Wilson, ed. ,
Student Mission Power: Report

of the First International Convention of the Student Volunteer^

Movement for Foreign Missions, 1891 , (Pasadena, CA: William Carey

Library, 1979; Michael Parker, History of the Student Volunteer
Movement, 1806-1926 ; and Thomas Askew, "The 1888 London
Centenary Missions Conference", 116.

26 See the series named The Fundamentals , (Chicago) ,
1910ff

.

27 Ecumenical Missionary Conference, New York, 1900 ,
2:329.

Duff was quoted at the Conference by A. T. Pierson, editor of The

Missionary Review .
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In 1811 America sent out its first missionaries. In 1812
it challenged the British Empire. In 1900 it defeated the Spanish
Empire. And from the beginning this small, new country in North
America regarded itself publicly if not constitutionally, as a

Christian nation. In the process of thus forming a national
identity, complex tensions grew between American traditional
nationalism and Christian missionary internationalism. George
Washington had warned, "Beware of foreign entanglements", but Jesus
Christ had said, "Go ye into all the world." On the missionary
side, America sent Adoniram and Ann Judson to Burma, Abeel and
Bridgeman to Malacca, Peter Parker to China, Justin Perkins to the
Nestorians in Persia, and James Ballagh to Japan.

After the War of 1812 internationalism gathered momentum
in American society, but the tensions only grew more complex. 29 In

mission, the challenge was how to choose between two goals facing
a Christian America: "Is the aim of the missionary to Christianize
or to civilize?". In the 19 th century, Hutchison suggests,
Protestant America chose the first answer: to Christianize. One of

the contributing reasons for the choice, he goes on to imply, have
been the example of two recent American Christian missions. One of

them failed-- the missionary effort to bring native American Indian
culture into the American mainstream. This weakened Christian
confidence in "civilizing" as an effective model for mission. The

other example was the startling contrast presented by the initial
evangelistic success of the American Protestant mission to Hawaii

in the 1820s which seemed to be God’s seal of approval on direct
proclamation of the gospel.

28 Incomplete Protestant statistics in 1888 show the trend

of increasing American participation. The American societies
were younger and were growing faster. They had the larger number
of Asian Protestant communicant church members (98,000), closely
followed by the British, and with a lesser number the Germans
(24,000). The numbers for adherents , as distinct from
communicants , is: British societies (268,000), American (225,000)

and European (80,000)

.

The larger British number here is perhaps
attributable to the prestige of British rule. But hasty
conclusions should be avoided for the quoted statistics are

neither totalled, nor coordinated. ( Handbook of Foreign Missions ,

London: 1888, 12 and passim.)

29 William R. Hutchison, Errand to the World: American
Protestant Thought and Foreign Missions (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1987)

.

30 William R. Hutchison, Errand to the World: American
Protestant Thought and Foreign Missions , (Chicago: University of

Chicago , 1987 )

,
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A somewhat similar but not so apt parallel might be found

in Asia. It would be to compare Catholic missions in India with

Protestant missions in the South Pacific. This is unfair to

Catholic missions. It builds on the unfavorable, but partly true

perception, that a perceived Catholic decline in India in the early

19th century was due to the blighting shadow of Portuguese

colonialism, 31 and in contrast, that the remarkable Protestant

growth in the South Pacific islands under new and independent

British and American mission societies vindicated a "Jesus only"

mission of evangelism unencumbered and undiluted by the trumpets

and guns of imperialism.

More important, though, than comparison of isolated

examples, the records of the Protestant missionaries themselves

point to a more deeply-rooted factor in the shaping of mission

motives. To most missionaries, the choice of a goal was not to be

dictated by the success or failure of a mission. The determining

factor was not temporary results, but the over-riding authority of

Jesus Christ as given clearly through the Scriptures. This, they

believed, was not a mandate to civilize, but a commission to

proclaim, to make disciples, to evangelize. All else was

secondary. If through lives transformed by conversion, the world

was changed for the better, that was a consummation not only

devoutly to be wished, but to be actively worked for, always

mindful, however, that the future was not in human hands but in

God’s. 32 Francis Wayland, for almost twenty years president of

Brown University, wrote in the 1850s:
"The Son of God has left us with no directions for

civilizing the heathen, and then Christianizing them. We are

not commanded to teach schools in order to undermine paganism,

and then, on its ruins, to build up Christianity"

.

19th century missionaries did build schools, and heal the

sick, and rescue slaves, and champion women's rights, but that is

not why they went to the ends of the earth. They went, as they so

often said, "to tell the world about the Lord Jesus Christ."

After the Civil War, another infusion of American

personnel poured out across the seas. In the 1880s the infusion

became a flood. The Moody revivals, the Student Volunteer

Movement, and German Pietism poured streams of young missionaries

to the coasts of Asia, and on into the unreached interior. In

31 See above, chap. 8.

32 Cf. Rufus Anderson,

33 Francis Wayland, The Apostolic Ministry , (Rochester: Sage

& Brother, 1853), 19, cited by Hutchison, Errand to the World,

84 .
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America foreign missions became a student movement.
A fourth generalization would be to venture the

proposition that the 19th century was a century of women in
mission . Pierce Beaver rightly catches the sense of movement toward
such a goal in the subtitle of one of his books on the role of
women in mission: "The First Feminist Movement in North America"

.

But it was a century of progress toward equality for women, not a
century of equality achieved. And it was more apparent in
Protestant missions than in Catholic societies.

It was in the 1800s that Protestant women in America took
their first steps toward that goal. Missionary wives (and
unordained men) were still not classified as "missionaries" in many
early statistics, and until the 1860s single women were rare in
Protestant missions. 35 Their lives as missionary women were
harder, their sacrifice was greater, and they died faster. Beaver
sadly made note of the grave of an early China pioneer in Ningpo,
surrounded by the graves of his seven wives, some widowed, some
single women missionaries, whom he had married one by one, as one
after another died so far from home. 36 In India William Carey's
wife broke under the strain and lost her mind. Mrs. Harriet
Newell, one of the first two American women foreign missionaries,
was the first American foreign missionary, male or female, to die
overseas

.

By 1820 the Church Missionary Society, the "low-church"
alternative to the Anglican Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel, first began to use the term "assistant missionary" for
women. In 1822 in America a double wall was breached, the wall
against single women, and the wall against black women. The
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions sent a single
woman, who was also an African American born in slavery, Betsey
Stockton, a Presbyterian of Princeton, N.J., as a missionary to

34 See J. Christy Wilson, ed. , Student Mission Power: Report
of the First International Convention of the Student Volunteer.
Movement for Foreign Missions, 1891 , Pasadena, CA: Wm. Carey
Press , 1979

.

35 Pierce Beaver dates Oct. 9, 1800, as marking the first
step toward equality for American women in mission, the day that
Mary Webb organized the interdenominational Boston Female Society
of Missionary Purposes. ( American Protestant Women in World
Mission , (1980), an updated and revised second edition of his
( All Loves Excelling) (1968)

.

For a discussion of the relation
between women in mission and feminism, see Ruth Tucker, Guardians
of the Great Commission , (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1988) ,

37-

40.

36 Beaver, American Protestant Women in World Mission , 54ff.
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Hawaii. It hesitated to call her officially "a missionary" , but
emphatically noted that she was not a servant. She founded one o^f

the first schools for the children of commoners in the islands.

Ten years later, in 1834/5, a man finally stepped up to

battle publicly for the cause of single women in mission. The Rev.

David Abeel, of the [Dutch] Reformed Church in America was on

health leave from Malacca where he had been a missionary to the

Chinese. He became aware of the prejudice of his mission board,

the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM)

,

against the formation of "female agencies", as he called women's
boards for mission, and raised a strong protest. His pamphlet,

"Appeal to Christian Ladies in Behalf of Christian Education in

China and Adjacent Countries" was one of the first significant

public statements to call for a clearly defined role for women in

mission. 38 The independent voluntary societies were even more

receptive of women. From its beginnings in the 1860s the

independent China Inland Mission granted equal status to its women
missionaries

.

But for the most part the goal was not achieved in the

"great century" . Among both Protestants and Catholics, not until

they proved so indispensable and so numerous that women could no

longer be treated as extras, did the inequality of recognition

begin to lessen. A rollicking bit of doggerel, date and source

unknown, exaggerated the injustice but was wickedly true enough to

draw blood:
"In the field of Christian missions,
In this bivouac of life,
You will find the Christian soldier
Represented by his wife."

Nevertheless, already by 1900 women were a Protestant

missionary majority world-wide. In the 249 Protestant mission

societies reporting to the Ecumenical Missions Conference in New

York, women missionaries outnumbered men 6,772 to 6,259, out of a

37 Eileen F. Moffett,

38 "Female Agency Among the Heathen. .
(London: Edward

Suter, 1850), 261-265, as cited in Beaver, American Protestant

Women in World Mission ,
89-91. A quotation from Rufus Anderson,

the outstanding secretary of the ABCFM, reflects . the Board s

attitude toward formation of women's boards of mission. In a

word, woman was made for man. .

.

"

,

though it is unfair to judge

him by this short quote taken out of context. See To Advance the

Gospel: Selections from the Writings of Rufus Anderson. ,
ed. by R

.

Pierce Beaver, (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans) , 211, and

cf. 15, 28-29, 199.
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many a home and congregation.

A fifth generalization which may be made about the 19th
century in Protestant mission is this: its characteristic mission
structure was the voluntary society .

42 It evolved in part into
church missionary societies, but it began as a movement of pietists
and independents . This was soon challenged by a return to
denominational dominance in organized mission societies, but the
voluntary missionary ideal survived to see denominations wane in
the next century and independent missions and specialized
parachurch organizations were hailed by many as the wave of the
future

.

Not even William Carey, the "father of Protestant foreign
missions" in 1792, could get all his fellow Baptists to become
involved at the same time in any one thing, not even a mission
society. The church support of the Particular Baptists soon dried
up, and the "church society" became a "voluntary society", and
Carey was forced into complete independence. 43

The earliest surviving Protestant voluntary mission
organization was the renowned London Missionary Society (1795) . It
set the pattern for evangelical, ecumenical obedience to Christ as
superseding dependence on denominational ecclesiastical control or
government authority. 44 The independence was clear; the ecumenicity
selective and vaguely negative. The founders declared as their
"fundamental principle: we will not "send Presbyterianism,
Independency, Episcopacy, or any other form of Church order (about
which there may be difference of opinion among serious persons)

,

but the Glorious Gospel of the blessed God, to the heathen. .." 45

42 Ralph D. Winter and R. Pierce Beaver, The Warp and the
Woof: Organizing for Mission , (Pasadena, CA: Wm. Carey Library,
1970. In the technical language of sophisticated sociology a
"voluntary society" is called a "sodality"; a "church mission" is
called a"modality" . The sodality is formed within a larger
community for a more focussed task than the total community may
be ready to attempt. The modality is the larger community--a
nation, or tribe, or a Christian denomination. For Catholics
papal mission would be a modality ( a "church" mission); a
missionary order, like the Jesuits, would be a sodality, a
voluntary society.

43 See above, chapter 12.

44
N. Goodall, History of the London Missionary Society ,

(Oxford: 1954) . It name since 1966 was the Congregational
Council for World Mission, and in was changed to

45 See Richard Lovett, History of the London Misasionarv
Society , 2 vols . , ( London: Henry Frowde, Oxford University
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This was beautifully cooperative, but lacked the fiber of creedal
and ecclesiastical identity. The Society eventually drifted into a
denominational connection, British Congregationalism. 46 In the 19th
century, however, its roster of missionary heroes is probably as
illustrious as any society in Protestant history: Morrison in
China, Chalmers in New Guinea, Livingstone and Moffat in Africa,
and many more

.

The first American missionary society was also
independent, an interdenominational union of Congregat ionalists

,

Presbyterians, Dutch Reformed and Baptis ts--the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions (1810) .

47 For years, even after
the Baptists left to form their own denominational mission, the
ABCFM was the flagship of American missions. Three of the most
famous European mission societies were likewise independent: the
Basel Mission (1815) , founded by the German Christian Fellowship
whose missionary seminary trained hundreds of overseas workers
noted for their effective integration of evangelism and social
service; 48 the Berlin Mission (1824) , a Pietist branch of the Basel
Mission which began to send missionaries itself in 1833 ;

49 and the
Rhenish Missionary Society (1828) which included Lutherans,
Calvinists and non-confessional Pietists. 50 Even the renowned
Church Mission Society of the English church was criticized by
Anglican traditionalists for organizing too independently. Only
after it had operated for forty years of successful missionary
outreach was it officially approved, 51 and then perhaps only because

Press, 1899) ,l:28f, 49-51.

46 See C. Sylvester Horne, The Story of the L.M.S. , 2nd ed.

,

(London: London Missionary Society, 1895.

47
W. E. Strong, The Story of the American Board . Boston:

1910; F. F. Goodall, You Shall Be Mv Witnesses , (Boston: 1959);
R. Pierce Beaver, ed. , To Advance the Gospel , 64-68.

48
H. Wiltschi, Geschichte der Basler Mission . 4 vols.

,

(Basel: 1965); Dank and

49
J. Richter, Geshchichte der Berliner Missions-

gesellschaf

t

, (Berlin, 1924) .

50
A. Bonn, Hundert Jahre Rhein. Mission , (Barmen 1928)

.

51 On the difficult relationship between the Society for the
Propagation of the Gospel (high church) , and the Church
Missionary Society (low church), see M. E. Gibbs, The Anglican
Church in India, 1600-1970 , (Delhi: Indian SPCK, 1972), 71-82f,
121-125 .
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it appealed to high church Anglicans as a parallel to plural

missionary orders in Catholicism.

Rnm^n Catholi c missions

Rut after all these generalizations about Protestants and

the Protestant cenlury, an important counter point should be made:
the Protestant century,

out Protestant missions were already
never count the Catnoiics uul. “ w

in 1832
forty years into S.Son«y
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churches forming across the seas among the delegates.

For a broader view of world missions, that
f^tholic

which
S
f rankly^ecognised Silfthe largest missionary body then in

Setor™S "ilfthe Roman Catholic: Church- It.comparison of

Catholics and Protestants in Asia made that very clear.

RC Adherents (1888)
Foreign miss'ries

Prot . adherents (1893)

India Adjacent China Adiacen t

1,282,000 674,000 482,000 77,000

996
710,000

342 472
150,000

416
53

52
J. Schmidlin, Catholic Mission History. ,

chapter 4

"Period of Decline, -^Second Half^f

Mission Press, 1933), p. 555 quoting Robt. Streit, Die

M^^nnslitprahir des ]9 Jahrhunder ts, (1917).

53 a Hpnrlhnnk of Forei an Mi .q.qi ons 1888 ,
327-338, 341. T

^fA Hanbbooic or ruitt h —
, ajn rent to India" includes
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Foreign ordained miss. 998

Comparing world-wide Catholic mission statistics for 1800
and 1900 gives yet more proof of a remarkable Catholic recovery.
In 1800, according to Louvet , one could count scarcely 300
missionaries (Franciscan, Dominicans, Lazarists and Paris Mission
Society) overseas. In 1900, in the male missionary orders alone
there were 12,000 ordained priests and 500 lay Brothers, to which
he adds an additional 10,000 "indigenous Sisters". His overall
total was 60,000 missionaries, apparently including European
Sisters. In one century, the 19th, he estimated that the total
number of new Catholic Christians in the mission fields (including
England, Scotland, Holland--and the United States!) had climbed
from 5 million in 1800 to 25 million at the end of the century.
There had been nothing like it since the time of the apostles, he
exclaimed. 55

In Asia as a continent, however, there was little ground
in 1900 for Christian triumphalism, whether Catholic or Protestant.
Asia was the largest continent in the world, containing about two-
thirds of all the earth's land space. It had the largest total
population, 980 million, between a third and a half of all the
people in the world, 1620 million. It was the home of all five of

the world's major religions. But Christianity was by far the
smallest

.

World-wide in 1900 there were 1,061,000,000 adherents of

non-Christian religions (Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, tribal, etc.),
almost all in the third world; and 558,000,000 Christians, almost
all in the west. 56 The earth's population was about

54 Delevan I. Leonard, A Hundred Years of Missions. , (NY:

Funk & Wagnalls 1895), 131f.

55
L. E. Louvet, Les Missions Catholicques au XIXme Siecle ,

412f f

.
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1,600,000,000. 57

a r.nnk Ahead: the 19th Century as Preparation for the Future

As for the future, in 1900 there was a wave of optimism

sweeping through the Christian churches. Given the remarkable

recovery of Catholic missions, and expanding Protestant growth and

viqor, would not the 20th century turn out to be even greater than

the "great century"? Or as has happened so often in the two

thousand year story, would advance in mission be followed by

another recession?

Perhaps a final optimistic generalization about the 19th

century will be the key to open the door to hope for the future.

It may be stated thus: the 19th century was the beginning of tjie

rise of Asi an churches for Asia's—millions.. That statement,

however, can be made only in hindsight and in the light of what was

happening as one century ended and a new century unfolded.

It was in the 19th century that missionaries came to

grips with the consequences of the fact that there could be no

indigenous churches without indigenous leadership, and if that be

true, then inevitably there must follow a shift m the role of the

foreign missionary

.

Conferences of missionaries in India and China in the

mid-1800s ,
in Japan after 1860, and in Korea after 1890—again and

again repeated the call to evangelize, educate the laity, and find

and train leaders from among them. By the time of the Ecumenical

Missionary Conference in New York there was general agreement that,

as one delegate phrased it, "the native agent is the center of all

permanent work in mission". 5 Agreement on the goal, however, did

not translate into agreement on how to reach it.

far from the Barrett overall estimate of .1, 000, 000 l300 inon-

Christians in the world in 1999. Leonard estimated 225 , 000

Roman Catholic and Orthodox, and an unspecified number of

Protestants, nominal and communicant; ( A Hundred Years o _

Mission , 418.

000

57
Ibid . Cf. United Nations, World Population Prospects-,

1998 revision, (New York, by internet) which estimates 1,650,000

population in 1900, 947 million of whom were in Asia.

58 H M M Hackett, former Anglican Church Missionary

Society in India, in Ecumenical M iss ionary Conference, New York ,

1900, 2:251; and see chapters 23-25 on indigenizat ion or

missionary work, 2:251-324.
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The missionary representatives from Asia at the

conference differed markedly, for instance, over the viablilty of

the "three-self" missionary principle (self-support, self

government and self -propagation) which was advocated in England by

two leading mission statesmen of the century: the Anglican Henry

Venn Secretary of the Church Missionary Society (CMS) , and in

America by the Secretary of the American Board (ABCFM) . The

central premise of the principle called for training national

leaders and reducing dependence on foreign funds. In Asia

variations of the policy had proved effective at Harpoot, sYr ia ' in

the 1860s,
59 and in Burma with the Baptists, and m an adapted form

called the Nevius Method, it had been most faithfully and

successfully demonstrated by the recently arrived Presbyterian

missions in Korea in the 1890s.

Two representatives from Korea, the Rev. H. G. Underwood

and Dr. C. C. Vinton, a medical missionary, strenuously urged the

policy of disciplined, measured self-support in every department of

missionary work, evangelistic, educational and medical, as the key

to the development of indigenous leadership. Statistics from Korea

qimDorted their case. The medical doctor, C.C. Vinton, told the

assembly, that six years after the policy had been adopted, "Where

four years ago [1896] less than 800 baptized Christians were

reported, in the present year the number reaches nearly 5,000 .

Underwood cited the case of Suh Kyung-Jo, one of the earliest

Korean converts, who later became one of the first seven to be

ordained a minister. When a missionary guest offered him payment

for teaching him Korean at home, Suh replied, "Well, you pay me

-just for what it costs for your board. . . ,
but I cannot ta_ke Your

money for preaching. If I take your money and go out and preach

they will all laugh at me; I will lose my influence and the work

will stop". 62

The conference was impressed, but not swept off its feet.

Critics reminded the Korea enthusiasts other factors could explain

growthin Korea. God's providence, not just the Nevius Method

surely had a hand in any growth; and Japan's recent defeat of Chi

with methods learned from western Christian nations might have

explain Korean willingness to listen so seriously to western

59 Krnmpn i cal Missionary Conference, 2;292ff

60 Ecumenical Missionary Conf erence ,
2:297f.

61 Ecumenical Missionary Conference, l:534ff

62 Ecumenical Missionary Conference ,
2:306f.
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missionaries . ethod. 63 Two important American mission board
secretaries, Presbyterian and Methodist, took a mediating role in
the argument. They supported the policy but suggested that the key
was the difference between "beginning right" and "beginning wrong",
namely that "self-support" was remarkably effective if begun early,
but if introduced too late was usually doomed. Dr. F. F. Ellinwood
expressed the wise opinion that if a policy of dependence continues
too long, it takes "a century to uproot the evils of a system of
coddling" .

64

Enthusiasm was on the side of the "three-self" policy,
and supporting statistics from the 1888 London Centenary Conference
on Protestant Mission spoke well for the future of Protestant
missions. If true as reported that of the 36,000 Protestant
missionaries in the world in 1888, 30,000 were native evangelists,
then 6,000 were foreign missionaries. 65 Most of the indigenous
workers were undoubtedly still on foreign support. But on that
critical point--the extent of the dependence- the statistics are
not clear. What is clear is that few leaders in third-world
churches were known by name outside their local national
communities

.

There were exceptions like Liang A-Fa, whose early tracts
indirectly influenced the rise of the Taiping Rebellion, and
Pandita Ramabai of India, and Joseph Niijima (Neesima) of Japan,
the founder of Doshisha University; and Yun Tchi-Ho of Korea who
was an early supporter of the Student Volunteer Movement in
America. But the 19th century was still primarily the century of
the western missionaries.

As the century drew to its close in 1900, the important
all-Protestant missionary conference often mentioned above, New
York, 1900, 66 brought up to 200,000 people to Carnegie Hall and
city churches near it for the most ambitious celebration of
worldwide mission in the history of the modern missionary movement
to that date. It was "the largest sustained formal religious event

63 Arthur H. Erwin of India, in Ecumenical Missionary
Conference , 307f. Other influential critics included R. M. Mateer
of China.

64 Ecumenical Missionary Conference, New York 1900 , 321-324.

65Thomas Askew, "The 1888 London Centenary Missionary
Conference", in IBMR , 18:3 (July, 1994), 114.

66 Ecumenical Missionary Conference, New York, 1900 ,

Report . . . , 2 vols. (New York/London: American Tract
Society/Religious Tract Society, 1900)

.
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in the history of the Republic". 67 Former President Benjamin
Harrison, President William McKinley, future president Theodore
Roosevelt, then governor of New York, all three sat on the^front
row of the platform at the grand opening and addressed it.

Some of the statistics printed with the Conference Report

help to explain the upbeat mood of the occasion. By 1900, in

little more than 100 years of Protestant missions, the total number
of "native Christians" in their mission fields had risen from

almost none to 4,414,000. Communicant membership of the churches

was 1,300,000. Protestant foreign missionaries had risen to a new

high total of 15,460, and the number of ordained indigenous clergy

to 4, 053. 69

A survey in 1895 by the editor of the Missionary Review

of the World gives a revealing glimpse of how the "great century of

missions" appeared to an observant Protestant in 1895 as it neared

its end. Looking back at the hundred years since William Carey, he

described the world in Biblical terms as an advancing Christendom

marching against unbelieving Heathendom, but on a mission to

persuade, not to conquer. And, best of all, the advance was no

longer monolithically western. He counted 11,450 western

Protestant missionaries, now outnumbered by 47,200 ordained and

unordained native Christian workers, missionaries in their own

countries. Adding the two figures together, he described the rise

of a force of more than 55,000 Protestant missionaries on the

mission field a "stupendous achievement". In their mission

churches he estimated were 1,000,000 communicant members, which

together with some 2 to 3 million adherents formed,
.

in his

estimate, an overseas world community of three or four million.

67 Thomas A Askew, "The Ecumenical Missionary Conference,

New York, 1900: A Centennial Appraisal", (unpublished mss., 1999,

1 .

68 Former president Grover Cleveland, though not present,

was an honorary member of the Conference.

69 The statistics, prepared by James S. Dennis, were

appended to the Report of the Conference. ( Ecumenical Missionary

Conference , 2: 424-431, with the most condensed summary on p.

427.

70 Delavan I. Leonard, A Hundred Years of Missions. , (New

York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1895), 417. His statistics reported

11,450 Protestant missionaries, about 4,300 were ordained men,

less than 1000 unordained men, 3,650 were wives and 2,575 were

single women (his numbers do not quite add up) . Of the 47,200

native workers, 4,200 were ordained, 43,000 were lay pastors,

evangelists, teachers, etc. Cf. the more accurate figures of
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By itself that would mean little against the background
of the huge mass of humanity that was and still is Asia. The
metaphor of salt comes to mind again. It was character and
quality, not the numbers of the converts that made the difference.
Like the original disciples of Jesus of Nazareth, Asia's Christians
came for the most part from the lower classes, but they were not

ordinary. As in the first century, so in the 19th, young churches
planted by missionaries were being built by their own leaders into

the new rising churches of Asia, and Africa and Latin America.

Who could have predicted at the end of the 19th century
that within eight short decades of the next century, the 20th,

Christians of the "mission field" would outnumber Christians in the

"sending" west; that in Asia, in communist China, Christians would
be the fastest growing segment of the population; that there would
be more Presbyterians in Korea than in the United States; that an

emancipated Philippines would have Christian Filipino presidents,

that a non-Christian president of India would claim with pride that

the Christian "apostle to Asia", Thomas, had chosen to come to

India, and that Japan would elect a descendant of a martyred
Catholic saint to be its prime minister.

But there is a flip side to this rosy summary. Who would

also have predicted in 1900 that only fourteen years later in what

some had overconfidently labeled "Christendom", the same western
Christian nations that had sent their missionaries around the world

would be fighting each other in deadly war. Or that in the 1930s

theologians would attack the very foundations of the Christian
world mission, describing its Christology as "unexplained
symbolism" , and its emphasis on evangelism for conversion as narrow

minded evasion of a broader call to evangelism by "living and human

service" as "preparation for world unity in civilization"

.

In church history, the good news spreads out from the

center, but the center is never geographic, and when the center

falters, life flows outward to form new centers. Any look at the

future will have to be serious about Asia, which may well be the

growing new center of 21st century missions. Compare statistics

for the years 1900 and 2000, appended at the end of this chapter,

before deciding which, if any, of the centuries was "the great

century" in Asia, for with God "a thousand years is but as a day

James S. Dennis five years later for the 1900 Ecumenical
Missionary Conference in New York, ( Ecumenical Miss ionary

Conference , 2:242, as cited above.

71 See W. E. Hocking, Re-Thinking Missions , (1932), 52, 65;

cf. Robert E. Speer, "Re-Thinking Missions Examined", (New York:

Revell, 1933, reprinted from Missionary Review of the World ,

Jan., 1933; and David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission, 321-327.
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A final word about the 19th century. In 1895 Delavand

Leonard, concluded his review of n A Hundred Years of Missions" with

a statement worthy of remembrance. He wrote, "All things

considered, a most wonderful achievement [was] made in a single

century. . . The [missionary] force is ridiculously impotent if

standing alone, but is abundantly able, wholly adequate with the

Great Captain to devise and lead. . . What more is needed. . .? Go ye

into all the world..." 72 Such was the faith and hope of that

generation: "Jesus Christ, is the way, the truth and the life", and

the only "saviour of the world".

Was it too simple? The 19th was the century of faith.

The 20th has been called the century of doubt. Would such simple,

powerful missionary faith survive the next hundred years of the

most volatile, complex, fast-moving century within memory?

Statistics are not the best measure of faith but they do

measure survival . The chart below is adapted from David Barrett s

comparison of the global membership of the world's major religions

in 1900 and 2 0 0 0.
73 The church is still there, and Adoniram

Judson's brave phrase rings as true for the 21st century as it did

in the 19th: "The future is as bright as the promises of God" .

Statistical chart 1900-2000

Christians
[R.C.]
[Prot. PIA]

Muslims
Hindus
Buddhists
Ethnoreligionists*
New religionists

1900
558.132.000

[ 266,548,000]
[ 141,526,000]

199.941.000
203 . 003 . 000
127.077.000
117,558,000,

5,910,000,

2000
2.024.929.000

[ 1,070,437,000]
[ 821,490,000]

1.213.370.000
823. 843.000
363.740.000
231.335.000
103.313.000

Non- religious
Atheists

3, 024, 000
226,000

774.333.000
150.447 . 000

* Hitherto usually called folk or tribal religions.

Deletions and transpositions

72 Delavan I. Leonard, A Hundred Years of Mission ,
New York:

Funk & Wagnalls, 1895), 418.

73 Barrett, "Status of Global Mission, 2001", in IBMR, 25.


